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ABSTRACT

Motivation: Complex diseases are generally thought to be under the influence of one or more mutated risk genes as well as genetic and environmental factors. Many traditional methods have been developed to identify susceptibility genes assuming a single-gene disease model (‘single-locus methods’). Pathway-based approaches, combined with traditional methods, consider the joint effects of genetic factor and biologic network context. With the accumulation of high-throughput SNP datasets and human biologic pathways, it becomes feasible to search for risk pathways associated with complex diseases using bioinformatics methods. By analyzing the contribution of genetic factor and biologic network context in KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes) pathways, we proposed an approach to prioritize risk pathways for complex diseases: Prioritizing Risk Pathways fusing SNPs and pathways (PRP). A risk-scoring (RS) measurement was used to prioritize risk biologic pathways. This could help to demonstrate the pathogenesis of complex diseases from a new perspective and provide new hypotheses. We introduced this approach to five complex diseases and found that these five diseases not only share common risk pathways, but also have their specific risk pathways, which is verified by literature retrieval.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Complex diseases are known to arise from one or more mutated genes as well as genetic and environmental factors. One major challenge of the post-genomic era is to find the genes at risk, identify their functions and develop new techniques for testing, diagnosis and treatment (Mocellin et al., 2004). The complexity of these diseases cannot be interpreted by a single gene product or the behavior of a single specific pathway. Their pathogenesis should be interpreted with the effects of genetic and environmental factors together (Kelley and Ideker, 2005). When case–control datasets of complex diseases are available, genome-wide association studies (GWA) have greater power to detect genetic variants, even if many markers are tested across the genome. All published GWA studies have led to the discovery of novel genes for several complex diseases, but there are limitations (Wang et al., 2007). First, genetic variants that confer a small risk of disease and contain potential biologic importance are likely to be missed in the ‘most significant SNPs/genes’ approach after adjustment for multiple testing. Second, even those variants that confer a larger effect may not always be tested, especially if the sample size is small. Discovering new strategies of how to avoid the limitations of studies of complex diseases is vital. Considering the effects of biologic network context systematically is also important. With ongoing development of databases for metabolic pathways, scientists could effectively research complex diseases against a background of the biologic metabolic environment. The KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes) pathway is a network of molecular wiring diagrams of interaction and reaction, and it could reflect the complexity and diversity of the metabolic environment (Ogata et al., 2000). With the accumulation of high-throughput datasets, studying the pathogenesis of complex diseases from the viewpoints of genetic factor and KEGG network context systematically is feasible.

Focusing on genetic factors and KEGG network context, we calculated an approach to find risk pathways associated with complex diseases: prioritizing risk pathways fusing SNPs and pathways (PRP). By appropriately quantifying genetic factor and biologic network context and integrating them, we worked out a risk-scoring (RS) measurement to find intimate biologic pathways that could clearly demonstrate the pathogenesis of complex diseases from a new viewpoint.

This method was introduced for five complex diseases: bipolar disorder (BD), coronary artery disease (CAD), hypertension (HT), type-2 diabetes (T2D) and inflammatory bowel disease (CD). Compared with other enrichment methods, the PRP method could return richer information. This method will be introduced to other complex diseases to provide additional insights into their pathogenesis.

2 DATA SOURCE

Genotype frequencies of tested SNPs of case–control samples were downloaded from the Wellcome Trust Case Control Consortium
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To complete the PRP method, we preprocessed the genotype frequencies to allele frequencies for each SNP. About 200 human pathways were obtained from the KEGG database (Kanehisa, 2002). Location information of the human genes was acquired from the NCBI genome database.

3 METHODS

3.1 SNP significance analysis and risk evaluation

Data (D) depicted the frequency of cases and controls for each of the alleles at a SNP locus (Table 1).

According to matrix D, the statistics $\chi^2$ were computed first, then the corresponding probability $P$ calculated, and each SNP was assigned a specific $P$-value. Under the significance level of 0.05, a SNP set was preliminarily screened for the following study. The Pearson-$\chi^2$ formula was as follows:

$$\chi^2 = \frac{(ad - bc)^2}{(a+b)(b+d)(c+a)(d+c)}$$

A risk statistic can be acquired for each SNP if its significance level meets the threshold of 0.05 (Tian et al., 2008), and the formula is:

$$\text{risk} = \begin{cases} 
\log \frac{f_{\text{case}(A)}}{f_{\text{control}(A)}} & \text{if } f_{\text{case}(A)} > f_{\text{control}(A)} > 0 \\
\log \frac{f_{\text{case}(B)}}{f_{\text{control}(B)}} & \text{if } f_{\text{case}(B)} > f_{\text{control}(B)} > 0 \\
0 & \text{others}
\end{cases}$$

Where $f_{\text{control}(A)}$, $f_{\text{control}(B)}$, $f_{\text{case}(A)}$ and $f_{\text{case}(B)}$ are the frequencies of controls and cases at the allele A and B, respectively.

If the $P$-value of the selected SNP was not significant, we set its risk value to be 0 directly. For each SNP, the risk value was introduced to depict its relationship with complex disease. The risk value could, in some sense, reflect the genetic effects of complex disease.

3.2 Pathway reconstruction and biologic network context analysis

The KEGG pathway is a network in which a node represents the metabolite and one edge represents an enzyme or a gene cluster. First, each KEGG pathway was translated into a graph whose edge was a metabolite and the node was an enzyme or a gene cluster. An 'entity-relationship graph' $K$ of enzymes/gene was produced. A sample pathway is shown in Figure 1 (Ogata et al., 2000).

The graph $K$ describes the relationship between gene clusters well. The degree attribution of the node, the number of its adjacent edges reflect the diversity of the metabolites involved in different biologic reactions in the primary pathway (i.e. the degree could concisely demonstrate the complexity of the metabolic network context). Here, for each node, the biologic network context refers to its degree attribution in the reconstructed pathway.

### Table 1. Frequency of cases and controls for each of two alleles at a SNP locus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Allele</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the table, a-d represents the frequency of the specific allele A or B, respectively.

3.3 SNP screening and evaluation of gene risk

For each SNP $V_i$ ($i = 1, \ldots, L$, where $L$ is the total number of SNPs in the GWA study), we calculated its risk statistic (see in Section 3.1). We then associated gene $g_t$ ($t = 1, \ldots, T$, where $T$ is the number of all the pathway genes) with SNP $V_i$ if this SNP is located within $g_t$ or if $g_t$ is the closest to $V_i$. SNPs that are 500 kb away from any gene were considered because most enhancers and repressors are <500 kb away from genes, and most linkage disequilibrium blocks are <500 kb (Wang et al., 2007).

For each gene $g_t$, we assigned the highest risk of all the SNPs located within $g_t$ as its genetic statistic. The corresponding formula was:

$$\text{Risk}(g_t) = \max_{1 \leq i \leq L} \{\text{risk}_1, \text{risk}_2, \ldots, \text{risk}_i, \ldots, \text{risk}_L\}$$

where risk$_i$ is the risk value of the i-th SNP located in $g_t$, and $L_t$ is the total number of SNPs mapped to $g_t$.

3.4 Integration of genetic factor and biologic network context

In general, the phenotypes of complex diseases are thought to be under the joint influence of genetic and environmental factors. Quantifying genetic factor and biologic network context integrating these two aspects has enabled an integrated measurement to be calculated to clearly reveal the pathogenesis of complex disease. The relationship between phenotype and corresponding influential factors is shown in Figure 2.

Under the specific background of pathway $k_i$ ($i = 1, \ldots, U$, where $U$ is the number of human pathways in KEGG database), for each gene cluster $s_j$ ($j = 1, \ldots, N_i$, where $N_i$ is the count of gene clusters in pathway $k_i$), the biologic network context $E(s_j, k_i)$ of the gene cluster $s_j$ was measured according to its degree attribution in the reconstructed background pathway $k_i$. $E(s_j, k_i)$, the degree of gene cluster $s_j$, was the number of its adjacent edges in the reconstructed pathway $k_i$ (see Section 3.2). The genetic factor $G(P, s_j)$ of the gene cluster $s_j$ was quantified with an appropriate average measurement for

Fig. 1. Sample pathway. (A) Sample pathway of KEGG in which rectangles represent reactions (labeled with names of genes encoding for their catalyzing enzymes) and circles labeled with the letter ‘m’ represent metabolites (which are not explicitly named here for simplicity) being consumed and/or produced. (B) Depicts a sample-reconstructed graph K of the original pathway.

Fig. 2. Integration of genetic factor and biologic network context.
phenotype \( P \) (\( M_j \) is the size of \( s_j \)), and its formula was:

\[
G(P, s_j) = \frac{1}{M_j} \sum_{j=1}^{M_j} \text{Risk}(s_j)
\]

Using \( s_j \) as the bridge, the RS value \( \text{preRS}(P, k_i) \) between phenotype \( P \) and pathway \( k_i \) was:

\[
\text{preRS}(P, k_i) = \sum_{j=1}^{N_s} \left\{ G(P, s_j) \times E(s_j, k_i) \right\}
\]

To identify relative RSs between pathways, we promoted the standardization to make them zero dimension and comparable. Obviously, the minimum of RS will be always 0 for each phenotype (similar to real observations). We evaluated the final RS of \( k_i \), \( \text{RS}(P, k_i) \), with relative value by dividing the deviation between \( \text{preRS}(P, k_i) \) and the minimum with the deviation between the maximum and minimum value. And finally the standardized value \( \text{RS}(P, k_i) \) was calculated as:

\[
\text{RS}(P, k_i) = \frac{\text{preRS}(P, k_i)}{\max_{1 \leq i \leq U} \{ \text{preRS}(P, k_i) \}}
\]

For example:

\[
\text{RS}(P, k_i) = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{N_s} \left\{ G(P, s_j) \times E(s_j, k_i) \right\}}{\max_{1 \leq i \leq U} \{ \text{preRS}(P, k_i) \}}
\]

3.5 Algorithm of PRP method

Comprehensive consideration of genetic factor and biologic network context involved a new measurement of RS to depict the association between biologic pathways and the eventual-specific phenotype (Fig. 3).

The steps of the PRP method are shown below.

(i) Calculate risk values for all the SNPs whose \( P \)-values meet the threshold of 0.05 according to the Pearson-\( \chi^2 \) statistic.
(ii) Reconstruct KEGG pathways and compute the degree attribution, \( E(s_j, k_i) \), for the gene cluster \( s_j \) in pathway \( k_i \).
(iii) Screen and map SNPs to the corresponding genes in the reconstructed network \( k_i \).

(a) Map all the SNPs in step (i) to the corresponding \( g_t \) that are located <500 kb away from \( g_t \).

(b) Select the maximum risk value \( \text{Risk}(g_t) \) as the genetic statistic value for \( g_t \).

(iv) Compute \( \text{RS}(P, k_i) \) for the pathway \( k_i \).

(v) For \( i = 1 \) to \( U \), repeat step (iv), compute and prioritize all the RS values.

3.6 Randomization tests

Owing to the complex nature of the data—potentially genetic locus with differential significance in the pathway context—genotype frequencies randomization tests were introduced to estimate the stability of the PRP prioritization method. In this case, all the corresponding genotype frequencies were shuffled. This approach retained the structure of the reconstructed pathways and randomized only the frequency of all the genotypes.

Another randomization test should be carried out for each dataset, i.e. randomization of the degree attribution of each gene set in the reconstructed pathway. This leads to similar results to the first randomization (data not shown).

4 RESULTS

4.1 Risk pathways prioritization using PRP method

To study the association between pathways and diseases, the PRP method comprehensively considers the effects of genetic factor and biologic network context on complex diseases. Using the PRP method, RS of each pathway was calculated for each disease. For all five diseases, scoring information of the top 10 biologic pathways is shown in Figure 4.

According to the PRP method, all five chronic inflammatory diseases shared common risk pathways, and they had specific risk pathways. Purine metabolism, arachidonic acid metabolism and the MAPK signaling pathway showed a strong association with all five diseases (see Table 2 and Supplementary Table 1). There were high RS scores in the phosphatidylinositol signaling system and focal adhesion pathway for BD, CAD and CD (see Supplementary Table 2). For BD, CAD and T2D, the RS scores of WNT and insulin signaling pathways ranked high simultaneously.

![Fig. 3. Algorithm of the PRP method.](image)

![Fig. 4. RS scoring chart of the top 10 pathways associated with five complex diseases.](image)
We undertook randomization tests for our source datasets to examine tight junction. For each pathway, we defined its statistic values for hundreds or thousands of SNPs in the GWA permutation of the frequency of each SNP label and recalculation of the robustness of the PRP method. Unlike common permutation, hallucinations (GI), human disease (HD) and drugs development (DD) (detailed information of these categories could be acquired at KEGG online database and the corresponding website is http://www.genome.jp/kegg/pathway.html). Using these categories, all pathways were classified into the specific categories for the five complex diseases. All the high-risk pathways were concentrated in M, EIP and CP modules (Table 2).

### 4.3 Verification

To confirm the results of the PRP method, we used the PUBMED retrieval module of NCBI to verify the relationship between five complex diseases and the corresponding risk pathways by literature retrieval: our results were supported by many related studies.

BD (manic depressive illness) refers to an episodic recurrent pathological disturbance in mood ranging from extreme elation or mania to severe depression and usually accompanied by disturbances in thinking and behavior: psychotic features (delusions and hallucinations) often occur. Pathogenesis is poorly understood but there are robust evidences in substantial literatures. Using the PRP method, it was found that purine metabolism, phosphatidylinositol signaling system, MAPK signaling pathway, p53 signaling pathway, arachidonic acid metabolism, WNT signaling pathway and so on were correlated with the pathogenesis of BD (Table 2). Oral choline supplementation resulted in a significant decrease in brain purine levels through purine metabolism in lithium-treated patients with BD. This result is consistent with mitochondrial dysfunction in BD inadequately meeting the demand for increased ATP production as exogenous oral choline administration increases membrane phospholipid synthesis of phosphatidylinositol signaling system (Kim et al., 2005; Lyoo et al., 2003; Montezinho et al., 2007; Sjoholt et al., 2004). The activity of natural killer (NK) cells mediated by NK cell activity pathway turned out to be a significant difference in case–control experiment of patients with BD (Abeer et al., 2006). The cadherin gene FAT and its protein partners in the WNT pathway may be components of a molecular pathway involved in susceptibility to BD (Blair et al., 2006). The therapeutic effect of valproate on BD involves interfering with the metabolism of arachidonate and inositol through signaling systems such as the WNT signaling pathway (Bezchlibnyk and Young, 2002; Gould and Manji, 2002; Rosenberg, 2007).
An interesting result from PRP analysis demonstrated that T2D was strongly associated with prostate cancer, and similar result was found that patients with T2D are at a deceased risk of prostate cancer (Fukui et al., 2008). This might indicate combined studies between phenotypes, which might contribute to the therapy of complex diseases. Further studies might be needed to verify the inner relationship.

In addition, we found that all five diseases shared common risk pathways from the results of PRP method. Literatures about the separate effect of these three metabolic processes on each phenotype could be found in Supplementary Table 3, while the underlying importance of mutual occurrence for all these risk pathways are still not known.

### 4.4 Comparison PRP method with other approaches

#### 4.4.1 Enrichment analysis based on hypergeometric testing

We carried out GWA studies to find the gene sets for all five diseases. The threshold of significant $P$-value and multiple testing (FDR) were set at 0.05. Based on genetic factors only, risk genes, which were selected by GWA studies and traditional multiple testing, were annotated in pathways (Supplementary Table 2). A traditional enrichment analysis based on hypergeometric distribution was carried out in KEGG pathways for all the risk genes, and the corresponding formula was:

$$p(k_i) = 1 - \frac{C_M^m C_N^{n - m}}{C_N^n}$$

where, $N$ is the number of all the background pathway genes, $n$ is the number of risk genes out of FDR multiple testing, $M$ is the total number of genes in pathway $k_i$, while $m$ is the overlap number of risk genes and pathway $k_i$ genes.

For each disease, the distribution information of risk genes is illustrated in Supplementary Table 2. After hypergeometric testing, enrichment $P$-values of risk genes are not significant and there are no significant pathways as we expected. In one way, we could conclude that if pathways are specified, traditional enrichment analysis based on hyper geometric distribution may not return the results of the association between complex diseases and the pathway sets because only a handful of genes are significant in each pathway and no enough genes to do the statistics for each disease.

#### Table 3. Risk genes distribution results of traditional enrichment methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pathway name</th>
<th>GIs*</th>
<th>Hypergeometric testing $P$-value</th>
<th>GSEA $P$-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Purine metabolism</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
<td>0.000723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphatidylinositol</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAPK signaling pathway</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
<td>0.000473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p53 signaling pathway</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arachidonic acid metabolism</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glycolysis/Gluconeogenesis</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glycine, serine and threonine metabolism</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyruvate metabolism</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
<td>0.000473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focal adhesion</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tight junction</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
<td>0.0006743</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Number of significant genes in GWA studies (FDR < 0.05). The risk gene distribution results for CAD, HT, CD and T2D are illustrated in Supplementary Table 2.

#### 4.4.2 Gene set enrichment analysis

Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) is a method based on functional categories. It considers the genetic factor associated with complex diseases and the statistically significant accumulations of genes that belong to a functional category (Backes et al., 2007). We used the GeneTrail online application to carry out the GSEA (FDR = 0.05) of risk genes on KEGG pathways (Table 3 and Supplementary Table 2). Compared with GSEA, the PRP method could return identical results, from which more important information can be garnered.

#### 4.4.3 Comparison between the PRP method and traditional approaches

According to the gene distribution in Table 3 and Supplementary Table 2, all the risk genes of the five diseases are predominantly in the EIP and CP modules, and the number of genes in corresponding pathways appear to be higher, which is consistent with results of the PRP method. Using hypergeometric testing method, there may be no hints for association between BD, pyrimidine metabolism and glycine, serine and threonine metabolism; and there is no clue for the relationship between T2D and glutamate metabolism. According to these two methods above, it could not show that arachidonic acid metabolism and the biosynthesis of steroids are related to CAD. And there is no hint for the association between T2D and prostate cancer, and no clue for the risk relationship between arachidonic acid metabolism and complex diseases such as HT and CAD (Supplementary Table 2).

The PRP method is different from traditional studies. The PRP method considered risk genes and their underlying biologic context, and dedicates to identify risk pathways of complex disorders. With risk genes and their biologic network context considered, the PRP method could not only find out the pathways that the most significant genes gather in, but also sensitively return the specific pathways, where fewer most significant genes locate. However, traditional methods dedicate to identify the most significant SNPs for each disease in their SNP significant analyses. Complex diseases are thought to be caused by multiple risk genes mutually rather than most significant ones only. Compared with traditional methods, the PRP method could provide additional insights into the pathogenesis of complex diseases in the form of pathway or network.
5 DISCUSSION

Complex diseases are thought to be caused by multiple genetic and environmental factors. Their pathogenesis may be accompanied with the dysfunction of several metabolic pathways. The PRP method considers the genetic factor and biologic network context and returns more affluent information under the same biologic background. Based on genetic factors only, traditional approaches ignore some important biologic factors. As to the risk genes from traditional GWA and multiple testing, they are predominantly distributed not only in environmental information process and cellular process for all the five complex diseases (BD, T2D, CAD, CD and HT), but also in the metabolism category. Through literature annotation, the risk pathways associated with diseases are well verified, but studies about environmental information processes appear to be fewer. This suggests that the pathogenesis of complex diseases could be revealed from different perspectives and multiple factors.

Having obtained comprehensive datasets, we will carry out in-depth studies on the mutual effects of multiple factors, and how to use the PRP algorithm to reveal the pathogenesis of complex diseases. When researching complex diseases, investigators should not only focus on the effect of genetic factors, but also pay more attention to environmental factors. This may be an urgent problem to tackle for systems biology scientists.

Acknowledged was that the PRP method could select risk pathways associated with complex diseases. This method was found to be feasible, and afforded more clues than traditional methods.

The PRP method would make researchers of complex diseases extend their consideration from genetic factors only to the combination of genetic factor and biologic network context to explain the mechanism in the pathogenesis. The PRP method could show good results in determining biologic pathways associated with complex diseases. In this study, we considered only the specific metabolism environmental impacts. If transcriptional and proteome datasets are accumulated and machine learning methods introduced, the PRP method could be used to reflect joint effects on the pathogenesis of complex diseases better from multiple perspectives.
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